1975 honda xl175

The Honda XL was a motorcycle produced by Honda. The XL first entered the market in as a
lightweight dual-sport motorcycle , and the model continued in production through The XL had
a cc single cylinder OHC four-stroke engine mated to a 5-speed transmission and was started
via a kickstarter only no electric starter. Braking was via front and rear cable operated drum
brakes. The dimensions of the bike were 2,xx1,mm 82x33x43in. The fuel tank and the side
covers were orange and the stripes were black. The side cover had a white XL decal on it. The
front and rear mudguards were silver-painted plastic. The exhaust system was downswept on
the K0, K1, and K2 models. The XL was also only available with one color, Mars Orange with
Silver as on the previous model. The fuel tank and sidecovers were orange and the stripes were
black. The side cover decal was white and yellow. The mudguards were silver colored plastic.
The fuel tank and side covers were red and the stripes were black. Both mudguards were plastic
and were painted silver. The XL was available in Aquarius Blue only. The fuel tank, side covers
and mudguards were blue. Wheel hubs were polished aluminium. This and subsequent XL
models featured an upswept exhaust system, an AC ignition, and a revised fifth gear ratio.
Earlier models had a ratio of 0. This change coincided with a rear sprocket of 42 teeth. Earlier
models had 38 teeth. This was the first year that the previous "K" model designator was
dropped. The fuel tank and sidecovers were black with a red and white stripe. The side cover
decal was red and was outlined with white. Both mudguards were red-painted plastic. The XL
was the last model produced. The colors it came in were Excel Black with Tahitian Red. The side
cover decal was red and white like the model. Both mudguards were plastic painted in red. The
stripes were red. The wheel hubs were now black. A warning light panel was also included on
models through which displayed lights for 'High Beam' blue light , 'Turn Signal' orange light and
'Neutral' green light. Models from through incorporated warning lights for neutral and turn
signals into the tachometer face, and a high beam indicator light on the top of the headlight
housing. These models require a charged battery to start and run. The engine's alternator
supplies rectified current to charge the battery. All of the electrical components run from the
battery. Beginning with the models, and continuing for the and models, significant changes
were made to the electrical system. The ignition was now AC, which meant the bike would start
with a dead battery, as the ignition system drew its power directly from the alternator. Likewise,
the headlight also was AC-powered, as it too drew its power directly from the alternator.
However, all other electrical components - lighting and horn - were still DC-powered. In all
models, a rectifier converts the alternator's AC to DC in order to charge the battery. The change
in to AC ignition and an AC headlight caused changes to the wiring harness, the ignition switch,
the coil, the alternator, the rotor, and the ignition advance mechanism. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article has multiple issues. Please help improve it or discuss these issues
on the talk page. Learn how and when to remove these template messages. This article needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. This article may require
cleanup to meet Wikipedia's quality standards. The specific problem is: Rm colors, stickers,
trim levels. Del original research. Please help improve this article if you can. May Learn how and
when to remove this template message. Retrieved Categories : Honda motorcycles. Hidden
categories: Articles needing additional references from January All articles needing additional
references Articles needing cleanup from May All pages needing cleanup Cleanup tagged
articles with a reason field from May Wikipedia pages needing cleanup from May Articles with
multiple maintenance issues. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help
Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Nederlands Edit links. The motorcycle, though dressed in enduro motorcycle style of
raised front fender, upswept exhaust system, it was best used for street or trail riding due to its
weight compared to 2-stroke contemporaries. The gas tank and side covers were orange. The
stripe was black. The fenders were silver painted plastic. The "XL" side cover decal was white.
The instruments contained both Speedometer and Tachometer. The engine was a cc OHC single
cylinder linked to a 5-speed transmission. The serial number began XL The gas tank and side
covers were orange, but the gas tank stripe was black. The "XL" side cover decal was yellow
and white. The gas tank and side covers were red, but the gas tank stripe was black. The "XL"
side cover decal was red and white. The XL'76 was sold in in one color: Aqarius Blue. The gas
tank, side covers, and fenders were blue. The wheel hubs were polished aluminum. The
instrumentation had only the speedometer and no tachometer. The exhaust system was
upswept and now on the left side of the bike. The gas tank and side covers were black. The gas
tank stripe was red with a white pinstripe. The fenders were red painted plastic. The "XL" side
cover decal was red, outlined in white. The wheel hubs were painted silver. The gas tank stripes
were red. The wheel hubs were black. From CycleChaos. Honda XL Manufacturer Honda.
Western Power Sports. This motorcycle , scooter , or moped -related article is a stub. You can

help Cycle Chaos by expanding it. Contact User:Budlight if you need help. Categories : Dual
purpose motorcycles Motorcycle stubs Honda motorcycles s motorcycles Honda XL series cc
displacement motorcycles cc 4-stroke motorcycles Single cylinder motorcycles Single cylinder
4-stroke motorcycles 4-stroke motorcycles Enduro-style motorcycles. Namespaces Page
Discussion. Views Read Edit View history. This page was last edited on 2 December , at Dual
purpose. Honda GN4 10W Service Manual. Lately the s have been getting very good. Yamaha's
DT E, with its monoshock frame not only is a pleasant road bike, but come very close to being
an acceptable enduro. Kawasaki's KE has a rotary disc valved motor that pulls strongly low
down as well as rev out easily. Suzuki's updated TS learnt a lot from the RM series and also
comes out a strong all round trail bike. Meanwhile Honda's XL has seen small but important
improvements since it won our first trail comparo 3 years ago. None of the changes have been
complete new frames, or motors that the other three have undergone. Instead the XL has been
content to stay with its proven low pulling motor, and to refine minor things year by year. In
doing so the XL has remained the truest dual purpose bike in the sense that it is an excellent
small road machine. The Honda's engine is a reliable, economical 4-stroke of cc capacity. Its
proved itself to us, both in this test, and many times in the past as being a solid, if not
over-powerful motor. The redeeming feature of this type of engine in a cc trail bike is its low
down pulling power, and its wide powerband. Unlike its faster 2-stroke competitors in this class
the Honda can be ridden easily by experienced and learner. It idles over smoothly, and can be
ridden very slowly for long periods without fouling up, or coughing and dying when the throttle
is snapped open. The long 4-stroke motor accounts for the XL having to give away about an
inch of ground clearance to its competitors. Wisely, Honda has fitted an excellent sump guard
that is strong, and big enough to do its job. Breathing is via a 26mm Mikuni and a well sealed
airfilter box which is waterproof to seat level. The wet-foam element can be reached by pulling
off the right hand sidecover and undoing 3 wing nuts. This air box lid holds the tool kit and 3
fuses in a very tidy arrangement. The motor is a basic 2 valve, S. The gearbox and clutch run in
the same multigrade oil that is pumped around the engine. As with any wet sump 4-stroke we
would have liked to have seen an oil warning light to let us know if anything goes wrong down
below. The exhaust has been remodeled along later XL lines, and is very quiet. The gearbox, to
our knowledge, hasn't been altered. This means you still get the excellent ratio spread, and you
still get the false neutrals. On the trail we struck one continuously between 2nd and 3rd gear
when we failed to change up forcefully enough. Even after the run-in period the gearbox was
still a little tight when changing up or down without the clutch. The primary rear sprocket is held
on the spline with two 10mm head 6mm shaft bolts. This is an excellent idea which has the
double advantage of making sprocket changing easier, and doing away with the chances of the
sprocket working loose. The frame is a single down tube, becoming a double cradle below the
engine. The amount of rake is just under 30 degrees, with a trail of mm 5. This gives a
wheelbase of 1,mm Front suspension is standard oil damped and, we felt, a little on the soft
side for off road work with an average rider. It could use a bit heavier damping, as we got the
forks to top quite a few times. Rear suspension isn't too bad for what the bike is. We ran a
medium setting on the 5 way adjustable units. Double rate springs are used. The front brake is a
full width hub, and these days looks a little out of place. A long brake activating arm makes
sensitive brake action even more so, and the end result is an excellent stopper. The rod
operated rear brake is also very good. Honda has replaced the cork seal under the petrol tank
cap with a rubber one. The cap still dribbled a bit however. We found that with a full tank and a
bit of rough riding, petrol soon began to leak. A breather is fitted, and pokes down the steering
stem. The petrol tap is a bit small and fiddly we thought. We'd prefer something bigger. While
running the bike in, cruising at 60 kph, we found we could get about 35 km per litre, which
would mean a full range of around km. On the trail however the actual consumption dropped to
less than half that. Honda claim the tank holds 7 liters , and we thought this to be a little
optimistic. Wheels are x 18 and x 21, and give the Honda a "full size" feel. Rims are steel, and no
rim locks are fitted, although the rear rim does have the holes for them. Rubber plugs are
inserted instead. Both tires are Nitto 4 ply trials universals and as usual we weren't too fond of
them. A good compromise admittedly, but on the trail they tend to skip around a bit too much,
and give us a few hairy moments. In fact they were the first limiting factor on our speed.
Everything felt like it wanted to go faster, and it was only the tires starting to drift out, especially
on damp or wet ground, that kept us in check. Street pressures are 21 psi, and with no rim locks
we ran around half that in the dirt. The front mudguard we thought was much too small. In fact
it's tiny. The rear half doesn't extend much lower than the fuel tank, while the front half is too
narrow by far. Added to this its reinforced, as is the rear one, by a long, wide metal bracket. In
the case of the rear one, as nearly as big as the mudguard itself. So the unbreakability, and
lighter weight advantage of plastic mudguards are completely negated. Preston Petty must be

laughing himself silly. Starting was always easy. Honda, however, have insisted on keeping the
key under the petrol tank, and the XL must be one of the few remaining current models to have
it there. Cold, a little choke is needed to start the bike, while hot the engine will fire up with an
easy kick. Anyone can kick the engine over as its capacity presents no problems. Vulnerable
parts for trail riding include the mudguards, the taillights, and the indicators. It's to Honda's
credit that the lights can be removed easily. Honda must give their employees a bottle of Saki
everytime one of them comes up with a new design feature because the XL is positively loaded
up with little doo-dads. Metal plates are screwed into the ends of the handlebars to protect the
grips. The owners manual is put in a plastic wallet which is held under the sidecover by that
stick-on material stuff used on body belts. The lever covers need an instruction book to get
them undone. Throttle cable tension can be adjusted by hand. Every wire or cable on the bike is
covered with a mass of metal holders, or plastic ties, or some other little cleverly integrated
gizmo. Some are a good idea. Others are just plain unnecessary. Being a road bike as well as an
off road bike-we put a few miles up on the bitumen. Actually it was more than a few, because
Honda manager Greg Fayer supplied us with a brand spanking hew XL, and so we had to
promise to run it in before seeing what it would do in the dirt. Filling up from reserve cost
around 80 cents depending on where you get your petrol and this was usually good for at least
km of commuting. The bike is a joy to ride in traffic as it maneuvers so easily in and out of the
cars. The brakes are powerful enough for two or three panic stops in a row, and are certainly
adequate enough. Cruising speed is not very high. Once run in we found the Honda sat
comfortably on 85 kph with vibration beginning to tickle the feet. Acceleration from this point is
very slow. Our overall impression of the bike on the street was that of an excellent commuter,
especially from the economy point of view. Before taking it in the dirt we did the normal things.
Let some air out of the tires and took the valve stem retaining nuts off in case the tires crept.
Why Honda put these nuts on two lock's nutted together on the rear wheel we don't know. The
rest we left exactly as was to see what if anything was going to come loose. We were
particularly suspicious of the sidecovers, which simply press in, and aren't held by either a
screw of clip. In the past we've had this type of sidecover fall off. Perhaps the XL was too new,
and the rubber grommets not worn enough, because the sidecovers stayed put. In fact
everything stayed put, and after moderately difficult trail rides of 70 km, km and km respectively
the XL showed little more than the usual scratches in the way of damage. Riding position in the
dirt is very comfortable. The handlebar grips are Honda imitation of the popular Doherty type,
and are comfortable enough after 4 hours of riding even though they are made from hard
rubber. The seat height isn't excessive as wheel travel at both ends isn't long. The seat itself
has a rounded shape, and plenty of padding. Short bursts around town, or in the bush won't be
easy with a pillion because the seat is not really long enough, and there is no provision for rear
footpegs. In tight stuff the Honda really feels a bit long and low. But by no means is it a trials
bike, or the kind of trail bike you can ride in the most rugged places. It won't turn sharply for
one, and when you snap the throttle open the 4-stroke won't respond as quickly to get front
wheel up, say, as a 2-stroke will. Also at its very slowest we felt the XL could have been geared
down a little more, and anyone intending to ride one on the trail all the time could go down a
tooth or two at the front sprocket. Where the XL is most at home off the road is medium
pacetrails. Where 2nd, 3rd and 4th are the gears most used, and it has a chance for its excellent
steering and tracking characteristics to come into play. It will slide easily when the back is
forced out, but is better off being ridden straight through corners rather than slid because the
acceleration isn't as startling as other s, and ripping open the throttle after you've squared off
isn't the quickest way to get around. Smooth riding is the way to go fast on the Honda, changing
down two or three gears under braking so you come out with the revs around the upper middle
range. A top end power band like the T. Also on this point the Honda gives away about 10 lb.
But the Honda can't be called a heavy bike by any means, and anyone serious about their
off-road work could lighten it considerably by taking some of the unnecessary fixtures off. So
after 3 weeks of commuting and trail riding the XL we thought it proved itself to be an excellent
dual purpose bike. If you place importance on good road handling and economy, as well as its
trail ability, then it ranks above the other 's which for the last year or so have progressed further
and further towards being all out dirt bikes. Source Cycle Magazine. Home Manufacturer
Contact. Honda XL Make Model. Four stroke, single cylinder, OHC, 2 valve. Bore x Stroke.
Cooling System. Air cooled. Compression Ratio. Wet wimp. Single 24mm Keihin. Max Power.
Max Torque. Final Drive. Double cradle. Front Suspension. Rear Suspension. Showa Pro-Link
shocks, mm wheel travel. Front Brakes. Rear Brakes. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Ground Clearance.
Dry Weight. Fuel Capacity. Discussion in ' Old's Cool ' started by dorkpunch , Jan 27, Log in or
Join. Adventure Rider. Click to watch the YouTube Video. There have been several people with
spark problems on their XL's, so here is a basic trouble shooting guide. You will also need

either a test light, or a volt meter. Heres my test light- a real cheap one that came with some set
of tools. Works great! Step 1. Eliminate the stupid stuff. Unplug the key switch and ignition
switch. The bike will run without them, but if the key switch is unplugged, none of the lights will
work. Location of the key switch plug: The kill switch is a bit harder, you'll have to trace it either
to inside of the headlight bucket or to a bundle of wires above the engine. Did that solve your
problem? Step 2. It goes from the stator, splits and goes to the coil and the points. It also goes
to the kill switch and the key switch, but you should have already tried unplugging both the key
switch and kill switch to rule them out. Kick 'er over. If it lights up, you've got power. If not, you
have a problem with your stator. If thats the case, you might want to check out the other
systems on the stator and see if they are working or not as well. Pic of the main plug coming
out of the stator: Test light plugged in- you'll notice I plugged the light into the little pigtail
coming out. No idea what the pigtail is for, but it was easier than trying to stuff the light in the
square blade slot Step 3 We've got power coming out of the stator. Now what? Unplug the coil
from this Y: Plug the light up in to the connection and ground. The light should flash on and off
on when the points are closed, off when the points are open. IF: the light is on but doesnt flash:
You have a continuos ground, and the points are somehow being by-passed. Maybe that teeny
wire that hooks to the points? IF: You get no light, there is no ground or you forgot to unplug
the coil. Points backing plate may be corroded, points not closing all the way, dirty or burned
points, bad wire? Try cleaning the points with an extreemly fine grit of sandpaper, or some
rough paper ie- buisness card. Pry them open, insert the paper, let them close, and work the
paper back and forth. You may have to repeat this proccess a few times using different spots on
the paper to get them clean. Points and backing plate- note the wire going to the points. Check
it for wear. Step 4. Assuming the light worked okay on the points, the only thing left is a coil. I
kid you not, the test procedure in the manual is, "lay the plug on the head and kick. If you've got
spark, the coil is good. If not, get a new coil". Kinda lame, I know Almost any of the '70s Honda
Singles coils will work, so you can try hooking up a different on and see if it gets you spark.
Coil: Hope this helped. One other picture for you all. This is the points advance mechanism,
located behind the points plate. It can get stiff over time and can affect how well your engine
runs. Something to keep in mind BadDogMax and Jungle Man like this. Ernest T , Jan 27,
Joined: Jun 19, Oddometer: 5, Location: Texas. I'm hoping I don't need this thread when I put
the engine back in the bike! Okay, added a bunch of pics and tried out my own test procedure
Changed the How-to so it should work for y'all now. Ray , Jun 5, Nice Timely thread for me. I
just dug my Xl out of the basement at long last and seem to be getting either no spark or weak
spark. I can't see a spark when the plug is laid on the head and the bike is kicked It didn't hurt
that bad so whatever. I just can't see spark no matter what Anyway - using this handy thread I
will see what comes of it. Thanks for putting in the work! Hey, this reminds me While your
kicking the bike over drag the sparkplug across the fins or jiggle it back and forth. If you get an
intermittent spark, either the points or condenser are bad. The theory behind this totally
scientific test is that the coil stores energy which is discharged when an electric field collapses.
That collapsing field is somehow generated and timed by the points. When you jiggle the plug,
you are collapsing the field manually and will get a nice big fat blue spark, but only every now
and then and only when the plug is being jiggled. I've done this to THREE different bikes now,
and if I can get this situation, replacing the points and condenser has fixed the spark issue.
Weird, I know Nicely done Dorkpunch. ADV Sponsors. Ray , Jun 8, It runs! Got some new points
and a plug cap in the mail and it runs. Now to figure out timing SoundDude08 , May 7, Joined:
May 7, Oddometer: 1 Location: Seattle. Sorry to bring an old trphread back to life, but I have just
started a restoration project and have run into an issue with the spark. Even checked everything
with a multimeter. To turn the engine over I am using a power drill to to the fly wheel. The two
questions I have: 1 when you say after testing the points the light should be blinking, how fast?
It is nice and bright but doesn't seem to be blinking with the point breaks. Is that right?. Thanks
everyone!! Hard to say what the blinking speed "should" be- depends on how fast you are
spinning the engine. If you're using a hand drill, I'm guessing thats reallllyyyy slow I'd be
surprised if you're getting enough juice out of it to get a spark. Can you give it a good old
fashioned kick while you watch the spark plug? As for the ground on the mag, not sure. I'd have
to check my book. Been way to long since I've played with any of my XL's. Joined: Jul 20,
Oddometer: 6. First off, dorkpunch, your threads have been a godsend for helping me repair
these old beasts. Thanks so much for the time and effort! Second, I'm currently chasing down a
no-spark issue with a 76 XL It was running perfectly until I pulled some parts to change the fork
seals and check on the spark plug. Reasoning would tell me that I jostled something loose or
pulled a ground or something. So that comes down to the coil right? No matter what I'm doing,
I'm just not getting a spark from it. I even screwed the spark plug in directly to the coil wire
without the plug cap to bypass that variable. No spark. Any thoughts? Thanks so much man!

Nice thread Dorkpunch. I might suggest a couple thoughts. Cut to the chase, disconnect the
magneto harness, run a wire from the magneto harness on the engine side Black wire w white
stripe directly to the primary side of the coil, disconnect the existing wire. You've now bypassed
the keyswitch and kill switch and all the junctions between. Don't attempt to set the points gap
by eye the old, look and see if they're open at the F mark test. Take the time and gap the points
properly, the difference in performance is notable. This is all the adjustment you'll get for
ignition timing, so you'll want to set this gap accurately. The magneto coil and ignition coil can
be tested easily with an analogue volt ohm meter. If you're going to ride vintage bikes, you'd
best consider some vintage tools. Voltage at the primary side of the ignition coil wrt chassis
ground should be aboot VDC assuming 6V bike , tough to estimate with a test light. If it's lower
than 6V either the magneto coil is weak or the condenser is done or you're kicking it over very
slowly. A weak condenser will often cause spark to appear at the points or very weak spark at
the plug. Roll the bike into an unlit garage kick it over and have a look. Mightshocks- Need more
info What parts did you pull? I agree, something you did probably caused the problem, but there
is a chance that something may have just crapped out. The new coil- did it come with a new
condenser already installed? I spent several long phone calls talking to a guy that had a similar
issue, and he assured me he had gone through all of the steps, yada, yada, yada, and was still
having issues. We went over everything several times with no luck, and he finally found the
issue to be the wire to the points in the wrong position so they were just grounding out. This
was one of the first things I suggested he check, but it can be very confusing. If you messed
with the points at all, thats where I would start. I'm thinking though that if you pulled the front
end apart to fix the fork seals, you may have messed up some wiring in the headlight bucket or
ignition switch. Have you tried unplugging the kill switch and key switch? Bike will run without
them. If all else fails, like TRG just mentioned, eliminate everything else. Is the coil bolted to the
bike? Wire from the coil to the condenser good? Condenser new with the new coil? A test for
the condenser- while kicking the bike over, drag the spark plug across the cooling fins. If you
get an intermittent spark, you probably have a bad condenser. Lets start with that for now, let
me know how these things check out and we can see if there is anything else that comes to
mind. Thanks to both of you guys! Fiiiiinally I found it. Brand new coil with brand new
condenser, brand new plug, new plug cap. Ignition unhooked, kill switch unhooked, getting nice
bright light with the test light on the coil, getting a nice bright flashing light with the test light on
the points, but NO spark, until I didn't even realize I was putting the points cover back on each
time I was testing the spark plug. The o-ring that connects the white wire to the points was just
barely hitting that cover, thus shorting everything out whenever I would put it back on. I must've
given the wire a jerk or something when I was hoisting and removing stuff. God what a
headache. Thanks for tipping me off on which things to check! I'd still be out there kicking the
wall. Red Bull , Mar 5, I am looking through the post thank you all and am diagnosing the issue
on the same now. Details to follow. Joined: Jul 17, Oddometer: 1 Location: bay area. Hey so I'm
working on a XL and I have not been able to get a spark yet. I have tested the kill switch and
ignition switch to be good. I also have power coming from the stator. I do not have a Y coming
off of the coil Any idea how I would go about testing this? Reviving a really old thread here.
We'll see if anyone notices. Finishing up rebuilding a 75 xl Top end, pistons, cylinders, carbs,
full electrical. Was wiring in just simple little toggles instead of a key and I accidently connected
my battery wire and my ignition wire. The battery started smoking and it would no longer start
or spark. Figured I fried my coil, replaced it. I'm getting spark, but doesnt seem like great spark.
This happened less than 7 days ago, carbs couldnt have gummed up in that amount of time?
Burnt plug. Good to go. Joined: Mar 1, Oddometer: 8. Iv been riding around on a honda xl for
about 3 years but its been misfiring realy badly, how could I fix this? Iv been riding around on a
XL but its been missing badly, how do I fix this? You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show
Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password? Make Honda. Model
Xl. Almost burned on craigslist with shipping. New tires, carburetor floats, all lights work.
Registered for the road. Clean title. Needs a good home and some TLC to make it a show bike. I
added the new tires, floats, and side mirrors. I also ordered a rear brake light switch and added
that. It's all street legal. Gas tank is super clean, no rust and doesn't leak. It will need a seat
cover and gas cap. Local pick up only. I've dealt with Craigslist scams already. I can't go lower
than that or it'll be too much of a loss. It's ready to go, shifts smooth. Easy on gas. I figure this
is a great starter bike for a child or for a collector to restore it. It's all natural patina. Lmk if
you're interested. Model XL Ex conditon clear title in hand! JOhn Comes with two sets of
fenders and side covers one of the original side covers is cracked. Financial struggles force
sale, so my loss is YOUR gain! All original, great running condition, some spare parts, good
starter bike. Some OEM parts available online. Most used parts available on E-Bay. Model Gold
Wing GPS mounted. Will deliver within reason. Model Xl R. The motorcycle is complete and

original as purchased, with exception of replacement air filter and passenger foot-pegs added to
rear of bike. In overall good condition- very minor rust on various portions of frame; 1 small
dent in right side of fuel tank, 1 crack to headlight plastic mount. Includes valid Ohio title,
original owners' manual, original under-seat tool kit, 1 spare and 2 original keys. Last licensed
for road use in Bike located near Mt. Sterling, Ohio, 25 miles south of Columbus, OH. History- 1
family motorcycle; -Purchased new by uncle in , I purchased it from him in Driven miles from
until today. Model Xl S. Great starter bike or add to collection. Runs well for 40 year old bike Bill
of sale only. Make Yamaha. Model YZ F. Standard Features May Include: Liquid-cooled, DOHC
4-valve, fuel-injected engine with the same forward-positioned, straight intake, rear-inclined
cylinder, and rear-positioned exhaust layout as the YZF. The 4-titanium-valve cylinder head is
matched to a fuel injection system that provides power at mid-to-high rpm. The aluminum
Bilateral Beam frame offers a superb rigidity balance and provides unmatched lightweight
handling. The exhaust pipe has an innovative layout, circling the cylinder, giving the exhaust
pipe proper length for an excellent exhaust pulse effect. At the same time, the exhaust pipe has
three different diameters throughout the exhaust tract, bringing out excellent power
characteristics. This layout allows the silencer behind the side panel, making it closer to the
middle of the bike for centralized mass for superior handling. The layout of the seat, fuel tank,
air box, and wrap-around exhaust system moves the bike s mass towards the center for
exceptional handling. The front intake layout with large air filter element adds the benefit of
reduced air filter maintenance due to its positioning away from dirt roost from the rear wheel.
The adjustable fuel injection system uses a 44mm throttle body fed by a high-pressure
battery-less electric fuel pump. The system controls the volume of fuel injected and the ignition
timing based on engine rpm and throttle opening, providing hesitation-free response and
controllability. The compact wet sump lubrication system with piston cooler spray jet maintains
excellent engine durability and eliminates the need for an oil tank, which lowers engine weight.
This creates a more compact engine that contributes to mass centralization and unmatched
handling. The large diameter 22mm front axle and top triple clamp increases rigidity for
excellent handling and front end feel. The handlebar mounts are rubber mounted to improve
comfort and reduce handlebar vibration. The air filter is positioned away from the rear wheel
which means less maintenance for the rider. The ST "Super Trail" series bike was distributed in
, , and This Honda ST90 that is up for sale has been running, functional, and maintained its
whole life! Much love has been put into this machine!!! Do to how much love the bike gives its
rider! This bike starts right up easily!!! Overall width mm Overall height 1,mm Wheel base 1,mm
Weight: Dry weight 86kg lbs. Capacities: Engine Oil 1. Fuel tank 2. Fuel reserve tank 0.
Passenger capacity Operator only Engine: Bore and stroke Compression ratio 8. Contact
breaker point gap 0. Spark plug gap 0. Valve tappet clearance 0. Tire size, front pressure 3. Bike
has been in stored for 6 months and engine still needs to be run in. Original bike had less than
miles before restoration. Has had first oil change and valves adjusted. Email for more
information. Day Heights, OH. Rocky Ford, CO. Huntington Beach, CA. Port Jefferson Station,
NY. Ridgefield, WA. Olmos Park, TX. Alpharetta, GA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Honda Xl. Year Make Honda Model Xl. Year Make Honda Model -. Category
- Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Prev 1 2 Next. Make Honda 9 Yamaha 1.
ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. The
Honda CL was a 4-stroke 2-cylinder cc street motorcycle built by Honda between and The CL
designation indicated this model to be the "Scrambler" version which implied some off-road
capability. The CL series of bikes were actually street bikes with a higher rear fender, a braced
handlebar, and a high-mount exhaust. Claimed horsepower was The engine was a air cooled
twin, four-stroke. Fuel was supplied via a overhead cams OHC. It came with a 2. Stopping was
achieved via expanding brake drum brake in the front and a expanding brake drum brake in the
rear. The CL was fitted with a 2. The bike weighed just The wheelbase was The gas tank and
side covers were the basic color. The upper forks, fork boots, and headlight shell were black.
The fenders and exhaust system were chrome. The bike had a tubular backbone frame and the
cylinders were inclined from vertical. The engine was a cc OHC parallel twin linked to a 5-speed
transmission. The serial number began CL The tank, side covers, fenders, and headlight shell
were the basic color orange or blue while the fuel tank stripes were white with black trim. The
fenders were painted steel and the front fender wash high mounted above the wheel. The frame
was a tubular cradle design. The cylinders were vertical. The GLK1 Scrambler was sold from to
It was similar to the CLK3. Notice the short one-person seat and the enclosed chain surround.
The headlight and speedo were enclosed in one unit unlike the CL of the same vintage. The
engine was a cc OHC parallel twin. The aggressive tires suggest more serious off-road use than
the CL This model was not sold in USA or Canada. The gas tank stripe was white and the
fenders were chrome. The front fender is low mounted. The muffler heat shield was black. The

upper forks and headlight shell are the basic color red, blue, or orange. The gas tank stripe was
black. The fuel tank, side covers, fenders, and upper forks are the basic color orange, blue, or
yellow. The muffler heat shield was chrome. The red bike had white and yellow gas tank stripes
and the other bike had white and orange stripes. The fenders and upper forks were chrome. The
headlight shell was black. The gas tank stripe was white. This year featured a chrome grip pipe
behind the seat. The instrumentation was tilted toward the rider. From CycleChaos. Honda CL
Manufacturer Honda. Honda CLK0 Scrambler Categories : Road motorcycles Honda
motorcycles Honda CL series s motorcycles s motorcycles Street motorcycles cc displacement
motorcycles cc 4-stroke motorcycles Twin cylinder motorcycles Twin cylinder 4-stroke
motorcycles 4-stroke motorcycles. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View
history. This page was last edited on 23 November , at Gear box: 5-speed Final Drive: chain
Clutch: wet plate. Chain: x Front: expanding brake drum brake Rear: expanding brake drum
brake. Honda GN4 10W Service Manual. Replaces OEM Front Signal Lamp Stay - Chrome. Body
Length 65mm, Thread 25mm, Total Length 90mm. Stock Type Screw on Reflector, 6mm thread.
These Bolts Fasten to the Cam Sprocket. Air Screw Needle O-Ring. Note: sold each, order the
quantity you require. Pitch - Steel Plated Size: 4 x 55mm. This plug is generally used when the
tachometer cable drive is removed and still needs to be blocked off to prevent oil leakage. This
plug has an o-ring groove machined in it for better sealing. Several bike builders just cut the
stock cable off and left the Honda cable drive end installed in the valve cover. This plug is a
much cleaner option in both functionality and looks. These plugs are a real nice touch when you
are not using the stock tachometer, and need to eliminate the cable, or are using an electronic
tach. Installs in about a minute, no need to remove the valve cover to remove the tach drive gear
assy. Fits tachometer cables that are approximately 15mm in diameter with a Grease Fitting
Nipple A. These Caps go on the Ends of the Swingarm Pivot. Replaces OEM X2. High quality
chrome switch designed to clean up the appearance of your bike while allowing the use of a
switch. Includes a contoured washer which allows for installations on round surfaces such as
handlebars or frames. Switch Size 14mm x 12mm with 2X 20" wires. Notice: During this
worldwide fight against COVID we continue shipping orders daily with a limited workforce
performing daily workplace sanitization to prevent the spread of this disease. Thank you for
your support during this time and we hope you and your family stay safe. Login or Create an
Account. Refine Search Results. Clutch Lever Honda XL Brake Lever Honda XL Fork Seals
Honda XL Clutch Plate Honda XL Lens Screw Honda XL Tachometer Cable Honda XL Cam
Chain Honda XL Universal Glas-Pak Insert Tire Valve Stem Tire Valve Stem Caps Tire Fill Valve
Rivet Link Clip Link Cam Chain Rivet Link The names Honda, Yamaha, Kawasaki, Suzuki and
any other trade names or symbols belonging to each respective corporation are stated for
reference purposes only. The products on this site are after market not OEM replacement parts
and accessories only. We have no relationship to the listed companies. Replaces OEM Front
Signal Lamp Stay - Chrome. Body Length 65mm, Thread 25mm, Total Length 90mm. Stock Type
Screw on Reflector, 6mm thread. These Bolts Fasten to the Cam Sprocket. Air Screw Needle
O-Ring. Note: sold each, order the quantity you require. Pitch - Steel Plated Size: 4 x 55mm. If
you have lost your old key you have to remove the seat lock bracket and assembly. This can be
done with a short 10mm wrench or socket, once that's done the rest is easy. This plug is
generally used when the tachometer cable drive is removed and still needs to be blocked off to
prevent oil leakage. This plug has an o-ring groove machined in it for better sealing. Several
bike builders just cut the stock cable off and left the Honda cable drive end installed in the valve
cover. This plug is a much cleaner option in both functionality and looks. These plugs are a real
nice touch when you are not using the stock tachometer, and need to eliminate the cable, or are
using an electronic tach. Installs in about a minute, no need to remove the valve cover to
remove the tach drive gear assy. Fits tachometer cables that are approximately 15mm
lutron lecl 153p wiring diagram
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in diameter with a Grease Fitting Nipple A. These Caps go on the Ends of the Swingarm Pivot.
Replaces OEM X2. Notice: During this worldwide fight against COVID we continue shipping
orders daily with a limited workforce performing daily workplace sanitization to prevent the
spread of this disease. Thank you for your support during this time and we hope you and your
family stay safe. Login or Create an Account. Refine Search Results. Clutch Lever Honda XL
Brake Lever Honda XL Mounting Rubber Honda XL Fork Seals Honda XL Clutch Plate Honda XL
Lens Screw Honda XL Tachometer Cable Honda XL Cam Chain Honda XL Universal Glas-Pak
Insert Tire Valve Stem Tire Valve Stem Caps Tire Fill Valve Rivet Link The names Honda,
Yamaha, Kawasaki, Suzuki and any other trade names or symbols belonging to each respective

corporation are stated for reference purposes only. The products on this site are after market
not OEM replacement parts and accessories only. We have no relationship to the listed
companies.

